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pH response of sequence-controlled
polyampholyte brushes†
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We use molecular simulation to investigate the pH response of sequence-controlled polyampholyte

brushes (PABs) with polymer chains consisting of alternating blocks of weakly acidic and basic

monomers. Changes in the ionization state, height, lateral structure, and chain conformations of PABs

with pH are found to differ qualitatively from those observed for polyelectrolyte brushes. Grafting

density has a relatively modest effect on PAB properties. By contrast, monomer sequence strongly

affects the pH response, with the extent of the response increasing with the block size. This trend is

attributed to strong electrostatic attractions between oppositely charged blocks, which lead to an

increase in chain backfolding as block size increases. This behavior is consistent with that observed for

polyampholytes with similar monomer sequences in solution in previous studies. Our study shows that

monomer sequence can be used to tune the pH response of weak PABs to generate stimuli-responsive

surfaces.

1. Introduction

Polymers may be anchored to spherical and planar surfaces
forming brush architectures to tune complex materials proper-
ties including mechanical strength, wetting, adhesion, lubrica-
tion, compatibilization, anti-coagulation, and anti-fouling for
applications in separations, energy storage/conversion, and
biotechnology.1–5 The properties manifested at the interface are
dependent on polymer brush conformation, which is influenced
by chain length, grafting density, and monomer chemistry, as well
as the ion and proton concentration present in the brush. Poly-
electrolyte brushes (PEBs), in particular, exhibit unique behavior
compared to systems with neutral polymers. The competition
between repulsive (electrostatic and excluded volume) monomer
interactions and elastic forces that oppose chain stretching leads
to transitions between collapsed and extended brush conforma-
tions as solution conditions (e.g., ion concentration and pH) are
varied, resulting in surfaces that are responsive to external stimuli.

Additional surface functionality may be gained by using
polymers that contain both positive and negative charges called
polyampholytes or polyzwitterions. Due to the presence of

attractive and repulsive electrostatic intra-chain interactions,
charge-neutral polyampholyte brushes (PABs) and zwitterionic
systems exhibit more complex conformational behavior compared
to PEBs. For example, PABs show swelling behavior in ionic
solutions making them applicable in ion-rich environment
and biological systems as viscosity modifiers, drag reducers, and
adsorption materials.6,7 This ‘‘antipolyelectrolyte’’ effect was
recently observed for a zwitterionic brush containing amino acid
moieties in the presence of monovalent ions.8

PABs and zwitterionic systems have largely been investigated
for their anti-fouling behavior.9–12 Solid-phase synthesis strategies
have enabled precise control over molecular weight and the
sequence of charged monomers along the chain in PABs consisting
of polypeptides or polypeptoids. These studies found that anti-
fouling behavior is dependent on a combination of charge
sequence, ion concentration, and grafting density, where sequences
with alternating charge groups generally exhibited enhanced anti-
fouling properties.13–20 It is posited that the physicochemical
properties of PABs will be strongly dependent on charged monomer
sequence, similar to polyampholyte solution behavior.21

Various computational and theoretical approaches have
been applied to investigate the influence of monomer sequence
and other variables on the properties of PABs.22–26 However,
these studies have focused on sequence-controlled PABs with
strong acid and base chemistries in which the monomers
remain fully ionized under typical solution conditions or
employed methods that assume fixed monomer charge states.
By contrast, PABs with weakly acidic and basic monomers
exhibit changes in their charge state due to variations in pH
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and salt concentration and hence enhanced brush responses
that can be harnessed to design smart surfaces. For example, a
recent study using a mean-field molecular theory found that
variations in pH, salt concentration, and solvent quality can
induce complex non-monotonic changes in brush height and
lateral microphase separation in weak PABs with diblock
sequences.27 Nonetheless, the properties of weak PABs have
not been extensively studied and thus fundamental under-
standing of the effects of monomer sequence and other key
physical variables on their behavior remains incomplete.

Here, we use molecular simulation to study the pH response
of coarse-grained models of sequence-controlled PABs with
different grafting densities, focusing on polymer chains with
alternating blocks of weakly acidic and basic monomers.
Charge regulation in the brushes is modeled using the recently
developed grand-reaction method (GRM) for simulating acid–base
equilibrium, which rigorously accounts for the effects of solution
conditions and local environment on monomer ionization. The
PABs are characterized by analyzing their ionization state, height,
lateral structure, and chain conformations. These metrics reveal
that the pH response of PABs is qualitatively different from brushes
consisting of weak poly-acid or -base homopolymers. Moreover,
whereas grafting density has a modest effect on the properties of
PABs, their behavior is found to depend sensitively on monomer
sequence, with systems with larger block sizes exhibiting more
pronounced response to changes in pH. These results indicate that
monomer sequence can be tuned to control behavior of weak PABs,
enabling the design of smart, stimuli-responsive surfaces.

2. Methods
2.1 Brush and solution models

Simulations were performed using ESPResSo 4.1.428 to study the
effects of monomer sequence and grafting density on the
response of planar weak PABs to changes in pH. We adopted a
coarse-grained model similar to those that have been used to
successfully describe the phase behavior, structure, and long-time
equilibrium (Rouse) dynamics of charged polymers, yielding
predictions in good qualitative (and often semi-quantitative)
agreement with experiment.29–34 As described below, the coarse-
grained polymers were modeled as linear bead-spring chains.
Each monomer was represented as a single bead and assigned an

identity of glutamic acid (E) or lysine (K). The E and K monomers
are ionizable acidic (A) and basic (B) species, respectively. Acid
and base reactions involving the monomers (HA " A� + H+ and
B " HB+ + OH�, respectively) were simulated explicitly using the
grand-reaction method.35–37 Thus, the monomer beads can be
neutral or carry a charge at any given instant in the simulation,
depending on their identity, the solution conditions, and the local
environment. Free solution ions, including Na+ and Cl�, as well as
the H+ and OH� species involved in the acid/base reactions, were
modeled as single charged beads, whereas the background sol-
vent (water) was treated as a dielectric continuum. For conveni-
ence, the model parameters and physical quantities from the
simulations are reported using fundamental units of s, m, and
kBT for length, mass, and energy, respectively, where kB is the
Boltzmann constant and T is temperature.

The model PABs consisted of M identical linear chains, each
with Nm = 48 monomers and the same K–E monomer sequence.
Following recent studies of sequence-controlled polyampholytes
in solution,38–40 we considered polymer chains with different K
and E block sizes ranging from K24E24 (diblock) to (KE)24

(alternating) (Table 1). For comparison, we also examined the
behavior of PEBs consisting of homopolymers with sequences
K48 and E48 (Table 1). The chains were end-grafted onto an
uncharged surface in the x–y plane by fixing the positions of one
of their terminal beads (the terminal E for the polyampholytes)
at z = 1s on a square lattice with areal density r and spacing d =
r�1/2 (Fig. 1). The brushes were embedded in a simulation cell
with an infinite, two-dimensional slab geometry and x � y � z
dimensions of Lx � Ly � Lz, where Lx = Ly = L = (M/r)1/2 and Lz =
2Nms. The slab geometry was created by imposing periodic
boundary conditions along the x and y directions and placing
bounding lower and upper walls at z = 0 and z = Lz, respectively.
For each polymer sequence, we simulated brushes with three
different grafting densities {0.01, 0.04, 0.09} s�2. These values
span the range encountered in typical syntheses41–43 and the
physical regime where adjacent chains in the model brush
systems transition from weakly to strongly interacting, as deter-
mined by analyzing lateral fluctuations parallel to the grafting
surface via the in-plane radius of gyration hRg,xy

2i1/2. We used
M = {64, 81, 144} polymer chains for the three grafting densities,
respectively, to ensure that the x- and y-dimensions of the

simulation cells were sufficiently large (L �4 35s� hRg;xy
2i1=2)

to minimize spurious finite size effects.

Table 1 Sequences of glutamic acid (E) and lysine (K) monomers examined in this study
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Excluded volume interactions between all particles (polymer
monomers and free solution ions) were modeled using the
Weeks–Chandler–Andersen (WCA) potential,44

UWCAðrijÞ ¼
4e

sij
rij

� �12

� sij
rij

� �6

þ1
4

( )
; if rij o 2

1
6sij

0; if rij � 2
1
6sij

8>>><
>>>:

(1)

where rij is the scalar distance between particles i and j, and
parameters e = kBT and sij = s set the interaction strength and
length scale, respectively. Thus, all particles had the same
effective size, and excluded volume interactions between all
species types were identical. Bonded interactions between
neighboring monomers along each chain were described by

the finite extensible nonlinear elastic (FENE) potential,45,46

UFENEðrÞ ¼
�1
2
kbondDrmax

2 ln 1� r

Drmax

� �2
 !

; if roDrmax

1; if r � Drmax

8>><
>>:

(2)

where kbond = 30kBT/s2 is the bond stiffness and Drmax = 1.5s is
the maximum bond length.

Electrostatic interactions between charged particles were
modeled via the Coulomb potential,

UCðrijÞ ¼ lBkBT
zizj

rij
; (3)

where zi and zj are the charge numbers of particles i and j, and
lB = 2s is the Bjerrum length. For water at room temperature,
lB E 0.71 nm, which implies that s E 0.355 nm, establishing a
connection between the physical length scales in simulation
and experiment. Long-range contributions to the electrostatic
interactions were treated using a three dimensional particle–
particle–particle–mesh (P3M) solver in conjunction with the
electrostatic layer correction (ELC).47–49 The ELC accounts for
the aperiodicity of the two-dimensional slab geometry of the
simulation cell by adding a vacuum gap in the z-dimension and
applying a correction to the standard P3M method to cancel
interactions between neighboring images along this direction.
The simulations were performed using a standard gap size of
LELC = 0.2Lz, and other parameters, including the cutoff for the
Coulomb potential, were chosen to ensure a relative error of
10�5 in the computed electrostatic forces.47–49

2.2 Acid–base equilibrium

Acid–base equilibrium in the brush systems was modeled using
the grand-reaction method.35–37 This approach combines reac-
tion ensemble50,51 and grand canonical52,53 Monte Carlo moves
to model acid–base equilibrium in a system coupled to an
external reservoir with a specified pH and salt concentration,
rigorously accounting for the Donnan partitioning of free
solution ions between the two phases. Additionally, the GRM’s
reformulation of the standard ionization reactions to explicitly
incorporate other solution species facilitates simulation across a
broader range of pH and salt concentrations than alternative
approaches such as standard reaction ensemble Monte Carlo35,51

or the constant-pH method.54 We note these advantages of the
GRM are also realized in the recently proposed charge regulation
Monte Carlo method.55 Detailed descriptions of the GRM and
these alternative approaches are given in ref. 35 and 56.

Briefly, consider a system containing weakly acidic (A)
and basic (B) species with intrinsic disassociation constants
pKacid

A and pKbase
A , respectively, in equilibrium with an aqueous

reservoir with free solution ion concentrations cres
i for species

i A {Na+, Cl�, H+, OH�}. The acidic species are involved in the
following reactions:

HAÐ A� þHþ KA ¼ 10�pK
acid
A (4)

Fig. 1 Model PAB with monomer sequence (KE)24 and grafting density r =
0.04s�2. The dimensions of the system are Lx = Ly = 45s and Lz = 96s.
Grey surfaces are the lower and upper walls at z = 0 and z = Lz,
respectively. The brush is in equilibrium with a bulk reservoir with
pHres = 2 and salt concentration cres

salt = 0.01 M. The paucity of K–NH2 (B)
and OH� species is due to the acidic conditions of the system.
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HAþOH� Ð A� K
0
A ¼

KA

Kw
(5)

HAÐ A� þNaþ K
0 0
A ¼ KA

cresNaþ

cres
Hþ

(6)

HAþ Cl� Ð A� K 000A ¼
KAc

res
OH�

Kwc
res
Cl�

; (7)

where the various K denote solution-phase reaction equilibrium
constants and Kw = 10�pKw is the ion product for water. The
reactions for the base are:

BÐ HBþ þOH� KB ¼ 10� pKw�pKbase
Að Þ (8)

BþHþ Ð HBþ K
0
B ¼

KB

Kw
(9)

BÐ HBþ þ Cl� K
0 0
B ¼ KB

cresCl�

cresOH�
(10)

BþNaþ Ð HBþ K 000B ¼
KBc

res
Hþ

Kwc
res
Naþ

: (11)

The reactions in eqn (4)–(7) are not independent but a refor-
mulation of the typical form for acids (eqn (4)) using other
solution species. Similarly, eqn (8)–(11) are a reformulation of
the standard form (eqn (8)) for bases. Additionally, we note that
the equations for the equilibrium constants in eqn (8)–(11) are
final, simplified expressions derived by imposing electroneu-
trality of the reservoir.35

Lastly, equilibrium with the reservoir is maintained through
the following auxiliary reactions:

Hþ Ð Naþ KNa�H ¼
cresNaþ

cres
Hþ

(12)

OH� Ð Cl� KCl�OH ¼
cresCl�

cresOH�
(13)

+Ð Naþ þ Cl� KNaþCl ¼ cresNaþc
res
Cl� exp

mexðI resÞ
kBT

� �
(14)

where mex(Ires) is the excess chemical potential for a neutral ion

pair in the reservoir and I res ¼ 1

2

P
i

zi
2cresi is the ionic strength.

The reaction network involves acid–base reactions (eqn (4)–
(11)) as well as auxiliary identity change (eqn (12) and (13)) and
ion pair insertion/deletion (eqn (14)) ‘‘reactions’’ that impose
equilibrium with the reservoir. The network is fully determined
by specifying remaining model parameters pKacid

A and pKbase
A and

physical parameters pKw, T, pHres cresHþ or c
res
OH�

� �
, and cres

salt.
All simulations reported in this study were performed using
pKacid

A = 4.4 and pKbase
A = 10.4 for glutamic acid (E) and lysine

(K) monomer beads,57,58 respectively, pKw = 14, T = 1/kB, and
cres

salt = 0.01 M; the pH was varied across different simulations as an
independent parameter. This low salt concentration is insufficient
to fully screen electrostatic interactions within the brushes and
was chosen to compare with the ‘‘osmotic’’ regime, where the

brush height of weak PEBs is predicted to increase with increasing
salt concentration.27

The excess chemical potential mex(Ires) in eqn (14) was
calculated from molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of
the bulk reservoir using the Widom test particle method59,60

and numerical procedures identical to those reported in ref. 35.
The reservoir contained 400 NaCl ion pairs, and its size was
varied between simulations to achieve different values of Ires.
The function mex(Ires) obtained via interpolation of the data
from the reservior simulations was then used to find the
chemical potential and species concentrations cres

i consistent
with the specified pH and salt concentration cres

salt. This proce-
dure involved iteratively adjusting species concentrations, in a
manner equivalent to adding NaOH or HCl to the reservoir, to
find values of cres

i and mex that yielded the target pH and

satisfied the constraints Kw ¼ cresHþc
res
OH� exp

mex
kBT

� �
¼ 10�14 and

min cresNaþ ; c
res
Clþ

� �
¼ cressalt. Finally, the resulting values of mex and

cres
i were used to specify the reaction network (eqn (4)–(14)) in

the brush simulations and thus connect the systems to a
reservoir with the desired pH and cres

salt.

2.3 Sampling protocol

Following ref. 35, properties of the model were sampled using a
combination of MC and MD. Two types of MC moves were
employed in this study. For each move type, the attempted
transition between the old state (o) and new state (n) is
accepted via the Metropolis–Hastings criterion:61

Pacc
o-n = min{1,C exp(�bDUon)}, (15)

where DUon = Un � Uo is the change in potential energy and C is
a prefactor that depends on the type of move.

In a reaction MC move,35,50,51 one of the forward or reverse
reactions in eqn (4)–(14) is selected at random. The reaction is
then attempted by replacing randomly selected reactant parti-
cles with the corresponding products. In this case,

C ¼ ðKðc�VNAÞ�nÞz
Y
i

N0
i

� �
!

N0
i þ niz

� �
!

" #
; (16)

where K is the reaction equilibrium constant, c� is the standard
reference concentration (1 M), V = Lx � Ly � Lz is the volume of the
simulation cell, NA is Avogadro’s constant, z is the extent of reaction
(+1 and�1 for forward and reverse reactions, respectively), N0

i is the
particle number of species i before the proposed reaction, ni is the
stoichiometric coefficient of species i, �v ¼

P
i

ni, and b = 1/kBT. We

note that the reaction MC moves for the auxiliary reactions in
eqn (12)–(14) are formally equivalent to the identity exchange and
ion pair insertion/deletion moves, respectively, that are commonly
used in GCMC simulations.53,62 Charge exchange MC moves were
also performed between randomly selected monomers of the same
E or K type.63–65 These moves essentially swap the identity of
{HA, A�} and {B, HB+} monomer pairs while keeping the number
of each type of species and total charge constant. The exchanges
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expedite equilibration of the polymer charge distribution and are
accepted using the criterion in eqn (15) with C = 1.

Sampling was performed by alternating MC and MD steps.
The MC steps consisted of 2Nm and Nm/10 attempted reaction
and charge exchange moves, respectively. The MD steps
involved propagating a 1000 time steps trajectory in the cano-
nical ensemble using the velocity Verlet algorithm with a dt =
0.01t time step and a Langevin thermostat with friction coeffi-
cient g = t�1, where t = s(m/kBT)1/2. The brush systems were
equilibrated for 104 MC–MD cycles, with each cycle consisting
of one MC and one MD step. Equilibration was followed by a
production period of 104 MC–MD cycles, during which statistics
were collected for subsequent analysis. Statistical uncertainties

in each observable A were estimated as hAi � 2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
var Að Þ=~nA

p
,

where var(A) = hA2i � hAi2 is the variance, ñA E nA/(2tA) is
the effective number of statistically independent samples, nA is
the total number of observations, and tA 	

Ð1
0 CAðtÞdt is the

mean correlation time computed from the normalized auto-
correlation function CA(t) = (hA(t)A(0)i � hA2i)/var(A). The
production phases of the simulation were sufficient in duration
to yield ~nA �4 50 independent samples for each observable.

3. Results and discussion

We first examine the titration curves for the brushes. The degree
of ionization is defined as the fraction of acidic and basic species
that are ionized:

ah i ¼ cA� þ cHBþ

cA� þ cHA þ cHBþ þ cB
: (17)

For a system of ideal (noninteracting) acidic and basic species,
the degree of ionization is given by the Henderson–Hasselbalch
(HH) equation:

aideal = facida
acid
ideal + fbasea

base
ideal, (18)

where

aacidideal ¼
10 pH�pKacid

Að Þ

1þ 10 pH�pKacid
Að Þ; (19)

abaseideal ¼
10 pOH�pKBð Þ

1þ 10 pOH�pKBð Þ; (20)

facid and fbase = 1 � facid are the fractions of acid and base
species, pOH = pKw � pH, and pKB = pKw � pKbase

A .
The titration curves, hai, for the PEBs E48 ( facid = 1) and K48

( fbase= 1) monotonically increase and decrease with pHres,
respectively (Fig. 2). Although these behaviors are qualitatively
consistent with those predicted by the HH equation, significant
quantitative deviations are observed. Similar deviations have
been reported in a previous computational study of titration
behavior of weak polyacids in solution using the GRM, where
they were shown to primarily arise from two factors.35 First, the
presence of ionizable polymers in the brush phase that cannot
be exchanged with the reservoir results in Donnan partitioning
of free solution ions and deviations between the effective pHs

of the two phases (i.e., cres
i a cbrush

i and pHres a pHbrush in
general).35 Second, the ideality assumption used to derive the
HH expressions is violated by the strong electrostatic inter-
actions between charged species.

Fig. 2 Titration curves (average degree of ionization hai vs. pHres) for
brushes with different monomer sequences and grafting densities of r =
(a) 0.01, (b) 0.04, and (c) 0.09 s�2. Ideal Henderson–Hasselbalch titration
curves (eqn (18)) are shown for facid = 1 (dashed line), fbase = 1 (dotted line),
and facid = fbase = 0.5 (dash-dotted line). Uncertainties are smaller than
symbol size.
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By contrast, the titration curves for the PABs ( facid = fbase = 0.5)
vary non-monotonically with pHres. For pHres E 4–10, haiE 1, but
it decreases sharply as pHres moves outside this range. This
behavior is qualitatively consistent with the HH prediction, though
quantitative discrepancies are observed due to Donnan partitioning
and the non-ideality of the systems. The non-monotonic trend
arises because the PABs contain both weakly acidic and basic
monomers (E and K, respectively) with comparable acid/base
strength and in equal fractions. Thus, the majority of monomers
are ionized near neutral pHres, resulting in hai E 1. As pHres

approaches either extreme, however, hai- 0.5 because half of the
monomers will ionize and the other half will become neutral.

Monomer sequence also affects the titration behavior of the
PABs. For pHres E 4–10, hai is nearly independent of monomer
sequence. Conversely, at both lower and higher values of pHres,
hai increases as the block size is decreased from 24 to 1 (i.e.,
K24E24 to (KE)24). Polyampholyte chains with smaller block sizes
contain a greater number of charge-pattern interfaces where the
sequence switches between E and K,38 which are oppositely
charged in their ionized states (i.e., A� and HB+, respectively).
Favorable electrostatic interactions arising from local charge
pairing enhance the ionizability of monomers at the interfaces
(Fig. S1 and S2 in ESI†). The local electroneutrality also reduces
free ion condensation near the charge interfaces (Fig. S3 in ESI†).
Thus, sequences with more charge-pattern interfaces exhibit a
higher degree of ionization over a broader range of pHres and
lower overall coordination with free ions. These observations are
consistent with those predicted by mean-field theories for PABs
and polyampholytes in solution.27,38

For the PEBs, increasing the grafting density r results in a
slight decrease in hai over the range pHres E 4–10. All of the
monomers in the PEBs carry the same positive or negative
charge in their ionized states, resulting in repulsive electro-
static interactions between monomers that must be screened by
free counterions in solution (Fig. S3 and S4 in ESI†). Increasing
r enhances these repulsive interactions, making ionization less
favorable at a given pHres.66,67 This decrease in hai with
increasing grafting density is consistent with the behavior
reported in simulations of weak polyacid chains grafted to
spherical particles.34 The PABs, by contrast, contain monomer
species that are oppositely charged in their ionized states. As a
result, increasing r enhances electrostatic screening in the
brushes and reduces repulsive interactions between similarly
charged species. This screening effect causes ionization to
become more favorable, leading to a noticeable increase in
hai near the extremes of pHres as r increases.27 Interestingly,
similar shifts in ionization behavior have been observed in the
polymer-dense coacervate phase formed when mixing two
oppositely charged polymers in solution.68–71

Variation in hai with pHres leads to concomitant changes in
the structure of the brushes. To characterize these changes, we
calculated the average brush height,24,72,73

hh i ¼
Ð1
0 zrmðzÞÐ1
0 rmðzÞ

; (21)

where rm(z) is the density of monomers as a function of
the distance from the grafting surface z (Fig. S5 in ESI†). As
expected, the height of the PEBs varies monotonically
with pHres for all grafting densities r (Fig. 3), exhibiting
sigmoidal behavior similar to that observed for the degree of
ionization hai (Fig. 2). At one extreme of pHres, the degree of
ionization hai- 0 for the PEBs, and hhi approaches that of a
neutral brush with the same grafting density. At the other pHres

extreme, the PEBs fully ionize (i.e., hai - 1) and become

Fig. 3 Brush height hhi vs. pHres for brushes with different monomer
sequences and grafting densities of r = (a) 0.01, (b) 0.04, and (c) 0.09 s�2.
The dashed lines in each panel denote the height of a neutral brush with
the same grafting density. Uncertainties are smaller than symbol size.
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maximally extended due to charge–charge repulsion along
the chains.

For pHres E 4–10, the PABs exhibit characteristic heights hhi
less than those of the PEBs with the same grafting densities.
The PABs are almost fully ionized in this pHres range (Fig. 2),
and each polymer chain contains approximately an equal
number of negatively and positively charged monomers. The
oppositely charged monomers result in strong inter- and intra-
chain charge–charge attractions that favor compact configurations.
As observed in previous computational studies of strongly ionized
PABs, this effect is more pronounced for sequences with larger
block sizes,74 resulting in a decrease in height as block size
increases. At the extremes of pHres, however, the PABs become
increasingly negatively or positively charged as hai- 0.5 and only
like monomers on the chains remain ionized. This loss of neutrality
enhances the effects of charge–charge repulsion, resulting in
increases in hhi beyond that of neutral brushes. Similar behavior
has been previously reported in both experimental75,76 and
numerical27,77 investigations of diblock PABs. The slight asymmetry
in the response of hhi to changes in pH arises because the polymers
are end grafted to the surface by their acidic block27 and because
the disassociation constants for the acidic and basic monomers are
not symmetric about pHres = 7.

The brush height for the PAB with the alternating sequence
(KE)24 is similar to that of a neutral brush for pHres E 4–10 and
exhibits the least pronounced variations with pHres. This beha-
vior occurs because similarly charged monomers are maximally
spaced in this sequence and thus charge–charge repulsion
along the chains are strongly screened. Consequently, the
change in hhi with pHres increases with block size because
larger fractions of similarly charged monomers are in close
proximity. The effects of grafting density are less pronounced
than those of monomer sequence. For a given PAB at a fixed
pHres, hhi increases with r due to stronger excluded volume
effects.24,25,78 The magnitude of the changes in hhi with pHres

for the PABs also decrease with increasing r because of
enhanced electrostatic screening in denser systems and the
correspondingly smaller changes in hai (Fig. 2).

Chain conformation was also characterized by computing
the shape factor hRe

2i/hRg
2i, where hRe

2i and hRg
2i are the mean

squared chain end-to-end distance and radius of gyration,
respectively (Fig. 4).29,79 By definition, the shape factor is 6
for a Gaussian coil and 12 for a rodlike chain. The general
trends in the shape factor closely follow those observed in the
brush height (Fig. 3) and hRe

2i1/2 and hRg
2i1/2 (Fig. S6 and S7 in

ESI†). The shape factor reveals that the chain conformations in
the PEBs are similar to those in a neutral system with the same
grafting density when the degree of ionization is low and
become more rodlike due to increased charge–charge repul-
sions as hai- 1.0 (Fig. 2 and 4).

The shape factor for the PABs with the alternating sequence
(KE)24 exhibits a global minimum near pHres = 8, where it
assumes a value similar to that of the neutral brush with the
same grafting density. For pHres E 4–10, the shape factor
decreases as block size is increased from 1 to 24 (i.e., (KE)24

to K24E24). For block sizes larger than 4, the minimum in the

shape factor is below that for a Gaussian coil, indicating that
the chains adopt highly compact conformations in this pHres

range, consistent with the marked decrease in brush height
observed under these conditions (Fig. 3).

The radius of gyration in the x–y plane parallel to the
grafting surface hRg,xy

2i1/2 is strongly affected by grafting

Fig. 4 Chain shape factor hRe
2i/hRg

2i for brushes with different monomer
sequences and grafting densities of r = (a) 0.01, (b) 0.04, and (c) 0.09 s�2.
hRe

2i and hRg
2i are the mean squared chain end-to-end distance and

radius of gyration, respectively. Reference shape factor values are shown
for a neutral brush with the same grafting density (dashed line), a Gaussian
coil (dotted line), and a rigid rodlike chain (dash-dotted line). Where not
visible, uncertainties are smaller than symbol size.
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density, pH, and monomer sequence (Fig. 5). At the grafting
density r = 0.01s�2, hRg,xy

2i1/2 is significantly smaller than the
half-spacing between grafting sites for all brushes, indicating
that inter-chain interactions are relatively weak under these
conditions. Indeed, the normalized in-plane monomer density
distributions rm(x,y)/r for adjacent grafting sites do not signifi-
cantly overlap under these conditions, confirming that the

Fig. 5 Radius of gyration in the x–y plane hRg,xy
2i1/2 for brushes with

different monomer sequences and grafting densities of r = (a) 0.01, (b)
0.04, and (c) 0.09 s�2. The dotted line in each panel denotes the half-
spacing between adjacent grafting sites. Where not visible, uncertainties
are smaller than symbol size.

Fig. 6 Normalized monomer density rm(x,y)/r in the x–y plane at pHres =
8 for PABs with monomer sequence (K12E12)2 and grafting densities of r =
(a) 0.01, (b) 0.04, and (c) 0.09 s�2.
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polymer chains are highly localized and well-separated from
each other (Fig. 6). The in-plane radius of gyration for the
alternating sequence (KE)24 exhibits a global maximum near

neutral pHres. The negative concavity increases as block size
increases from 1 to 4 ((KE)24 to (K4E4)6). Upon increasing block
size further, the concavity becomes positive and a minimum
develops in hRg,xy

2i1/2 near neutral pHres. This behavior arises
from a competition between the tendency of the chains to
expand in the lateral direction as the brush height decreases
and attractive intra-chain interactions that suppress fluctua-
tions. The latter effect eventually becomes dominant as block
size increases due to the strong electrostatic attractions
between large, oppositely charged blocks, which cause the
chains to partially fold back on themselves.

This interpretation is supported by analysis of the average
intermonomer distance hRiji as a function of sequence separation in
the chain | j–i| (Fig. 7 and Fig. S8 in ESI†). Near neutral pHres = 8,
where the PABs are fully charged, hRiji exhibits non-monotonic
behavior for systems with block sizes of 6 and larger (Fig. 7(a)). This
behavior indicates partial backfolding of the chains and arises from
attractive electrostatic interactions between blocks, consistent with
that observed in computational and theoretical studies of the
polyampholytes in solution with similar sequences.80–84 It is at odds
with the monotonic increasing behavior observed for neutral
brushes, in which only excluded volume interactions between non-
bonded monomers are present (Fig. 7(a)). Strong electrostatic repul-
sions between monomers along the chain backbones in the PEBs, by
contrast, lead to a significantly faster monotonic increase in hRiji
than observed for neutral brushes with the same grafting density.

Lastly, at grafting density r = 0.04s�2, the typical hRg,xy
2i1/2

values are larger than the half-spacing between grafting sites,
suggesting that both inter- and intra-chain interactions influ-
ence brush behavior under these conditions. In sharp contrast
with the global minima observed near pHres at lower grafting
density, the hRg,xy

2i1/2 curves for the PABs with block sizes of 6,
12, and 24 ((K6E6)4, (K12E12)2, and K24E24, respectively) exhibit
global maxima. We posit that the maxima developed in these
systems stems from the presence of inter-chain electrostatic
attractions between oppositely charged blocks on neighboring
chains, which partially balance the strong intra-chain interac-
tions and thus lead to enhanced lateral fluctuations near pHres

where the brushes are fully ionized. This idea is consistent with
the disappearance of the non-monotonic behavior in hRiji for
these systems, indicating that the intra-chain interactions are
insufficiently dominant to result in partial backfolding of the
chains (Fig. 7(b)). Additionally, the in-plane monomer density
distributions reveal that the polymers become delocalized from
their grafting sites as r increases from 0.01 to 0.04 s�2,
corroborating the presence of enhanced lateral fluctuations
(Fig. 6). Although the qualitative trends are similar at r =
0.09s�2, the values of hRg,xy

2i1/2 are slightly lower due to
excluded volume interactions between neighboring chains at
high grafting density that suppress lateral fluctuations.

4. Conclusions

We performed simulations using the grand-reaction method to
investigate the pH response of sequence-controlled PABs with

Fig. 7 Intermonomer distance hRiji as a function of sequence separation
in the chain |j–i| at pHres = 8 for brushes with different monomer
sequences and grafting densities of r = (a) 0.01, (b) 0.04, and (c) 0.09
s�2. The dashed lines in each panel denote hRiji for a neutral brush with the
same grafting density. (d) Simulation snapshots of single (K6E6)4 polymer
chains from brushes with grafting densities of 0.01 and 0.09 s�2, illustrat-
ing the backfolded and extended conformations at these conditions,
respectively.
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alternating blocks of weakly acidic and basic monomers. The pH
response of the PABs was found to depend sensitively on the
sequence and deviate qualitatively from the behavior observed
for PEBs consisting of poly-acids or bases. Specifically, variations
in the degree of ionization, brush height, and chain shape factor
with pH were found to increase with block size, with diblock
sequences exhibiting the most pronounced pH response. Analy-
sis of the intermonomer distances indicated that this behavior
arises from attractive intra-chain interactions between oppositely
charged blocks that result in partial backfolding of the chains,
consistent with what has been reported for polyampholytes with
similar sequences in solution.80–84 Increasing grafting density,
by contrast, was found to have a relatively modest effect on
variations in brush ionization state and height with pH, but
significantly affected the lateral structure of the PABs due to a
partial balancing of the intra-chain interactions by electrostatic
attractions between adjacent chains.

Although our study suggests that sequence-controlled PABs
may be used to design smart surfaces with tunable pH responses,
future investigations are needed to understand the effects of other
key physical variables on their behavior. For example, recent
studies have shown that salt ion concentration and valency and
solvent quality can dramatically influence the behavior of charged
brushes.27,85,86 However, it remains unclear how these variables
influence the sequence-dependent pH response of PABs. Addi-
tionally, here we focused on linear polyampholytes with alternat-
ing block sequences that are charge neutral when fully ionized.
These sequences and architecture represents a very small fraction
of the accessible design space,87,88 which is challenging to exten-
sively explore with the computationally intensive molecular simu-
lation methods. Nonetheless, as has been successfully done for
other polymer systems,89,90 we posit that data from molecular
simulation may be used to train machine learning models that
can rapidly predict sequence–property relationships for PABs and
thus aid in broader exploration of this design space. Finally,
polymer sequence is likely to affect the dynamics of brushes
across the stimulus-responsive range of pH but remains under-
explored. Studies characterizing brush dynamics, their coupling
to the motion of small molecules or particles, and the effects of
hydrodynamic interactions, as have been performed for bulk
polymer solutions,91–93 are likely to provide insight into the design
parameters required to control responsive transport of penetrants
within brushes. By connecting solution conditions and brush
structure to brush response, we anticipate that such studies will
enable the design of tunable, stimuli-responsive soft interfaces.
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